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ABSTRACT
In this paper numeric~ simulations of Mach 10 air flow over a hollow cylinder flare
are presented in comparison ~th recent ,experirnental results. The numerical. study k ~.

peflormed using a Direct Simulation Monte “Carlocode and the experimental results
were obtained in the ONERA R5Ch wind tunnel. The flow phenomena involved
include” shock wave boundary layer interaction in hypersonic Iaminar flow. An
analysis of the requirements on the grid resolutio~ number of particle simulators and
run time is petiormed. Measured and calculated sutiace properties including pressure
and heat transfer are compared.

Introduction
The interaction of a shock wave with a boundary layer gives rise to interesting and complicated

phenomena that even today are not well understood. Besides the problem due to the rarefaction of the leading
‘&dgethe presence of a bounda~ layer results in an altered boundary condition for the shock wave. The
structure boundary layer is also tiected by the strong pressure gradients behind the shock layer. This
interdipenence of the boundary layer and the shock layer leads to phenomena of great complexity since the
behavior of the boundary layer depends mainly on the Reynolds number of the flow while the behavior of the
wave depends on the math number. The complicated geometries that are usually involved add to the difficulty
of the numericaI studies. In practice such flows are met near the trailing edge of supersonic aitioils and in the
jet intake of envisaged hypersonic airbreathing vehicles.

There are s~il phenomena involved in-this interaction that present significant dficukies since both the
boundary layer theory and the theory of the simple shock wave involve processes that are poorly understood.
From subsonic flow one can assume that the boundary layer separation will increase drag. This is not
necessarily the case though for transonic or supersonic flow because of the interdependence of viscous drag
and wave drag. The rarefaction of the flow comes as an additional parameter to the problem since at higher.
degrees of rarefaction the flow becomes more resistive to separation.

Recentl~ an experimental test program was completed by ONERA to investigate shock boundary
layer interactions induced by a hollow cylinder with a flare configuration. This configuration is very
convenient for examining shock wave boundary layer interactions is the compression corner formed between
the cylinder and an attached flare at the end of it. The shock wave of the leading edge interacts with the
boundary layer of the cylinder some distance upstream of the corner. For sufficiently strong shocks the flow
separates and are-circulating region is formed. As the flow reattaches the boundary layer thickness is reduced
and a reattachment “shockis formed due to the coalescence of the compression waves.
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The objective of the ONERA experiment was to obtain data for cases where separation and
reattachment occurs. The configuration was such that it can be reproduced by two dimensional axisymmetric
codes. Moss et al performed an extensive3-5numerical study of these tests. Although DSMC was found to be
in excellent agreement with the measurements, a discrepancy between the predictions of the maximum
pressure on the flare was observed.

The scope of the paper is to assess the ability of particle simulation codes to reproduce the
experimental measurements. The numerical study is conducted with the SNL DSMC code icarus (Zhzrtel et
ali).An analysis is pefiormed of the requirements on the grid resolutio~ and steady state time for the physical
phenomena involved.

The DSMC method
A particle” simulation method that has proved to be very- effective as an engineering tool for the

prediction of rarefied flows is the Direct Simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) method, see Bird.* This method,
employs a few thousands simulator particles to reproduce the behavior of a fw larger number of real atoms
and molecules within the flow. The flow field is described in terms of the positions of the individual particles,
their velocities and energy states.

The fi.mdamental assumption employed in DSMC is that the movement of the particles in a dilute gas
can be de-coupled from the collisions, between the panticles if a sufficient small time step is employed. In
ordinary DSMC code the time step has to be selected in such a way that the distance traveled by a particle
during each time step is smaller that the mean free time between collisions of the real gas. Partners for
simulated collisions are selected in a probabilistic manner from within a localized domain by calculating the
pairis collisions probability in terms of their relative velocity rather than their geometrical proximity. Mer a
collision the particles properties can be derived deterministicaily but almost universally they are obtained
using statistical phenomenological methods. These appropriate probability density fiuwtions need to be
calculated for each phenomenon and from these distributions the post collision properties can be obtained by
random selection. These models have been proved ve~ successful in being able to describe accurately the
distribution of energy in the bulk of the gas although the treatment of individual collisions is not rigorous.

The statistical nature of the simulation requires the probability of each physical post collision
phenomenon to be defined. These have therefore to be calculated for all the possible events that could occur
after each collision. These may be excitation to a particular energy level, chemical reaction or an elastic
collision. With the aid of random numbers one of the possible events is selected. The molecular model
controls the collision probability and collision partners are selected in a probabilistic manner in accordance
with their relative velocity.

The test case studied.
The model simulated is composed by a hollow cylinder with external diameter 0.065 m and an internal

diameter of 0.045m The leading edge was sha~ and a 30° flare located 0.1017 m downstream followed by a
cylindrical part of diameter O.115m. The axis of the cylinder was aligned with the oncoming flow creating
therefore an axisymmetric flow. The tests were conducted with a cold. mixture of oxygen and nitrogen. The
surface temperature was assumed constant at 293K and the reflection of the particles of the surface filly
dffise.The flow conditions are given in Table 1.

Mach Number I 9.91 I
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Reynolds 1.86X105
Number
Free Stream 51K
Temperature
Pressure 6.3.Pa
wall 293K
Temperature
Flare angle 30deg
Length (L) 0.1017m
C)Z 0.2372
N2 0.7628
Table 1. Flow Conditions d.,

Previous studiesb of hypersonic flows invoking areas of rapid compression and expansion indicated
that for the simulation of such flows caution must be exercised for both the selection of the appropriate grid
resolution and sufficient time to allow for all the physical phenomena to evolve. The presense of the subsonic
recirculation region in the case of the wake of the 70 deg cone extended the time the flow needed to reach
steady state. Since not all physical propefiies converge with the same rate it is important to make sure that the
simulated real time of the simulation is long enough to capture the development of all the phenomena of
interest.

For the DSMC simulation of the test case grids of 55,000 to 115,000 were employed with a total
number of particles of 10c and 2x1Obparticles. The number of particles was adjusted to ensure that a global
average of 10 particles per cell was obtained. Simulations were performed with 55,000, 80,000, 100,000 and
115,000 cells. Surface properties indicated that above 100,000 cells no discernible dtierences were observed.
The emphasis on the refinement was placed in the leading edge region (region 4) the cylinder and flare region
(regions 6 and 7 respectively). The configuration of the various grids used is given in table 2.

Reg. Run 1 Run 2 Run 3 Run 4 Run 5
I , , 1

11 I 20X20 I 20X20 I 20X20 I 20X20 I 20X20
I 2 I 20X20 I 20X20 I 20X20 I 20X20 I 20X20

3 20X20 20X20 20X20 20X20 20X20
4 100X1OO 100X1OO 100X1OO 100X2OO 100X2OO
5 100X1OO 100X1OO 100X1OO 100X2OO 100X2OO

I 6 I 100x15O I 100x2OO I 100x25O I 100x25O I 100x35O
7 100X15O 100X2OO 100X3OO 100X3OO 100X4OO
8 50X50 50X50 50X50 ~ 50X50 50X50
9 30X30 30X30 30X30 30X30 30X30

I 10 I 20X20 I 20X20 I 20X20 I 20X20 I 20X20
Table 2. Typical grid configuration

-1
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The simulations were petiormed using a non-reacting two species gas model. The SNL DSMC code
icarus employed for these simulations was using the Variable Soft Sphere model and energy exchange
between the particles was modeled using the Borgn~e and Larsen model.

The results presented in the following section are the ones obtained from the 115,000 cell run. The
beginning of steady state was assumed to be at 5 ms while the results were sampled over a period of 2.5 ms
beyond the steady state time. For the final run steady state was assumed at 10 ms and sampling went on for a
period of 2.5 ms. Figure 1 presents the ~story of the number of particle simulators and the number of
collisions for run 3. We note that by 10,000 moves the number of particles had reached steady state and after
20,000 moves the number of collisions. Steady state was not assumed though before 100,000 moves.

Run Cells Time Particles
steps ‘

Run 1 55,000 150000 0.5E6
Run 2 65,000 150000 0.9E6
Run 3 80,000 150000 0.9E6
Run 4 100,000 150,000 1.0E6
Run 5 115,000 150,000 1.1E6
Table 3. Simulation Details

Grid resolution and time convergence issues
In this study the surface properties were used as an indicator for the convergence of the code.

Previous work @olden et a15)indicated that the surface properties and especially the heat transfer take longer
than the gas phase properties to converge. Figures 2 and 3 present the variation of the pressure coefficient, ~
and the heat transfer q respectively for the five runs listed in table 3.

Grid resolution issues were addressed by gradually increasing the number of computational cells in the
areas of interst. From table 3 we note that from the initial grid of 55,0004 refinment attempts were made
graduall increasing the number of cells to 115,000. We see that the surface properties of runs 4 and 5 where
the number of cells was above 100,000 cells were practically indiscernible.

Results and Discussion
In the this section the general characteristics of the computational domain will be presented based on

the results from run 5. The surface properties and convergence analysis will follow.
Figure 4 presents contour lines of the number density of the flowfield. We note the formation of the

shock layer at the leading edge that propagates and intersects the boundary layer on the flare at Z=O.14m
reaching a maximum density of 1.1x1OZ m-3.On the cylindrical side of the flare the density drops towards the
surface to 3.9xl 021m-3almost half the free stream density. The flare would be capable of producing a shock
layer of its own. The formation of this second shock layer is prevented by the reduced velocity behind the
leading edge shock layer. The high pressures that prevail in the area behind the first shock layer however
result in an increased density region between O.12m and O.14m. The reflected shock at Z=O.14m then reaches
the end of the flare where it expands allowing the density to drop rapidly behind it.

The translational temperature, presented in figure 5 follows the pattern of the density profile. From a
free stream temperature of 5lK the temperature increases to 383 due to shock layer starting from the Ieadmg
edge and then it increases fin-ther to 550K near the beginning of the flare. At the intersection of the shock and
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the boundary the temperature reaches a local maximum of nearly 700K. The rotational temperature in figure 6
foIIows the translational temperature since the density places the domain well in thermodynamic equilibrium.
Unliie the rotational temperature the vibrational temperature in figure 7 fieezed behind the shock layer
presenting a large area of high vibrational temperature that in some cases exceeds the ~translational
temperature.

In the area from 2=0.1 to O.14m are-circulation region is formed. There-circulation region is clearly
shown in figure 8 presenting the streamlines of the flow. It should be noted that the flow remained larninar
through out the domain. Figure 9 presents a closeup of the recirculation region where the reattachment points
can be seen

The re-circulation region that is formed in the area of the comer is followed by the the maximum
heating point at the reattachment point (Z=O.135m) on the flare. There-attachment in these simulations was
found to be at O.135m which is in very good agreement with predictions of previous simulations.3-5For the
simulation every effort was made to ensure that an adequate number of particles was in each cell.

In figure 10 the average number of particle simulators per cell is presented. It should be reminded that a
global average of 10 particles/cell was used for all the simulations. As expected the computational particles
were not evenly distributed in the domain. In the area of the intersection of the shock layer with the boundary
layer absorbed most of the particles leaving some of the boundary layer cells behind the shock layer with
roughly 2.2 particles per cell. The area of the leading edge was better populated with an average 7.2 particles
per cell.

The mean free path (figure 11) of the flow field was in the range of 0.0001 to 0,001 for all the regions
of interest, placing the flow field well into the equilibrium regime. The mean free path reaches a maximum of
0.0004 near in the bounda~ layer near the cylindrical part of the body. The region that corresponds to the
low density area observed in the density profile (see figure 4). The Knudsen number though based on the cell
dimensions ranged from a 0.23 in the leading edge region to 0.6 in the boundaxy layer region. We note that
although the mean fi-eepath is very Iow the Kn number is huge enough for significant rarefaction effects to be
taken into account. The rarefaction effects are manifested by the shock structure, where the Rankine
Hugoniot thin shock structure breaks down.

Pressure and Heat transfer distributions.
The induced surface pressure distribution is displayed in figure 13. We note that near the leading edge

the pressure increases until it reaches a local maximum of ~=0.5 at x/L=O.05. Atler this local maximum the
pressure coefficient drops off towards the flee molecular value as pointed of by Moss et al. When the flow
reaches the flare the pressure start to increase rapidly reaching a maximum of 0.62 at x/L = O.135. After that
the pressure drops rapidly in the expansion region. Figure 13 presents the measured values by solid markers
while the computational, results are presented with a solid line. We note that the results are in good agreement
through out the domain.

Figure 14 presents the measured (solid markers) and calculated values (line) of the heat transfer along
the surface of the cylindrical flare. We note that the heat transfer peaks near the leading edge and starts to
drop rapidly until it reaches a plateau between x/L=O.7 and 1. In a fashion similar to the pressure distribution
the heat transfer increases rapidly along the flare to reach a maximum value of roughly 35 W/cm2. After this
maximum the heat transfer drops to 5W/cm2 at the back of the flare. It is interesting to note that the maximum
heating occurs just after the re-attachment at the point where the shock layer intersects the boundmy layer.
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We note that the measured results are in good agreement with the calculated values with an exception
along the side of the cylinder where an over-prediction is observed. A similar discrepancy was observed by
Moss et al.5 with both DSMC and traditional Navier Stokes codes, and it could be attrib~ted to leading edge
rarefaction effects. The experimental results came with a statistical error of 5°/0.

Conclusions
This study brings into focus the application of DSMC codes to the prediction of hypersonic flows

involving a complicated interaction between the boundary layer and the shock layer formed around a
cylindrical flare. Although this problem can be considered-to be a challenging one for particle simulation
methods due to the density of the flow DSMC results compare favorably with the experimental test results.
As pointed out by previous work in this test case the real challenge this case poses is the correct gridding of
the computational domain. Variations of the ~d resolution indicated a. very significant change of the
maximum pressure and heat transfer as well as a shift of the re-circulation region.
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